
Practicing Church Sense
Excerpt from Was Abraham Reformed?  A practical way of reformed thinking  

 Rev. H.J.J. Feenstra

Introduction
The  term  'sense'  (Dutch  besef),  shows  an  attitude  that  displays  an  awareness,  recognition  or  mental
discernment,  realization and comprehension of something,  as for example in the expression of ‘having
business sense’.  While searching for reasons why the annual goal of church contributions had repeatedly
not  been reached,  a healthy amount  of church sense among the membership appeared  to be missing.
Therefore this excerpt of chapter V.  

                                                               

  Church Sense
What is church sense? In brief it is the awareness that the church is Christ’s business. Abraham was

in his days already involved in it, and so am I nowadays. I am involved in it. Not for my own feelings. No,
it is a given fact. I am involved in it by God Himself. He placed me in the expanse of the church. He
incorporated me by baptism.

Then I received a place in it. Together with many others from earlier days, such as Abraham. And
with contemporaries as well as all those who are yet to come. Christ will also use me for His cause, for His
church.  I also have been called to be church member.  In worship.  At congregational  meetings.  At the
church study society. But also elsewhere. In all directions. I am a church member wherever I am and in
whatever I do. On the job, in leisure times, where I reside and live. That is what the heart of church sense is
about, namely, that I may stand up for Christ’s church.

Not the other way around. The church and everything it has to offer, is not there for me. It is not a
subcontractor delivering religious commodities. Goods that I might use with more or less enthusiasm and
desire.

The fact that I may stand in the expanse of the church is the miracle of God in my life. I must be
ecstatic about it, that I too may find a place among the totality of the saints, and that I too may share in all
that it entails (see Ephesians 3:18, 19).

Let us now further explore that expanse.

Abraham in the waiting room
Abraham, our father in faith, is also our brother in church, the church of all ages. We cannot do

without him. And he can’t do without us. After the line-up of witnesses in faith has been reviewed in
Hebrew 11, including Abraham, we read in the verses 39 and 40,

“These were all commended for their faith, yet none of them received what had been promised. God
had planned something better for us so that only together with us they would be made perfect.”

Here B. Holwerda remarks
“God wishes to lead His whole church in one moment into perfection, that is, one does not come to
triumph  without  the  other  (…).  Be  aware,  this  beautifully  maintains  church  sense,  namely,  the
communion, also in entering the glory (…). Also the believers who die are not yet triumphant. They
are only on leave. Nobody will separately receive the fulfilment of the promise. The one must wait for
the other, because the church must triumph (…), the communion of saints…”

Also the fifth seal in Revelation 6 is mentioned by Holwerda. John sees under the altar the souls of
those, who had been slain because of the Word of God. They call to God to avenge their blood on the
inhabitants of the earth. And they are “told to wait a little longer until the number of their fellow servants 
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and brothers, who were to be killed as they had been, was completed” (verse 11).  Holwerda writes,
“So they have to wait until the number of God’s children is complete. Only then the conquest of the
last  enemy will  come,  at  the same time as  the  conquest  of  others…. .  I  believe  that  this  is  very
significant for our view of the church. We think so individualistically, namely, we are satisfied as long
as the soul at the time of death arrives in a safe harbour….
That is pure individualistic thinking. ‘I made it.’ And we are not worried about the Church that stays
behind or that passed on already. But Scripture says: none of them made it yet…. The one has to wait
for the other….Nobody journeys on into glory by his lonesome self. That is what church sense teaches
us….We are no longer concerned with little incidents of our own life, but with the great fortune of the
church…. Even Abraham and Moses…are involved in what happens to the church today. For as much
as the struggle of salvation proceeds here, so also approaches the end of their wait.” (B. Holwerda, De
betekenis van verbond en kerk voor huwelijk, gezin en jeugd, [The meaning of covenant and church in
marriage, family and youth], Goes 1958, p. 11-14)

Me too!
Is my salvation, therefore, not important? And is my faith not a personal matter? After all, can I be

saved on the basis of someone else’s faith? And can another be saved because of my faith?
Such is not denied nor undermined. Only this: faith is not only an activity, worked and guided by

the Spirit. It also has content. That, I share with others. Jude calls it “the faith that was once for all entrusted
to the saints” (Jude: 3). So the Nicene Creed in the reformed Book of Praise again shows the plural, “We
believe in one God…” etc.

Okay, someone may say, but the Apostolic Creed is in the singular, “I believe in God the Father
Almighty….” Indeed, that certainly shows faith as a personal matter. Each human being lives his/her own
life with its own history. With one’s own faith and struggle of faith. But that faith does not come up from
within yourself, nor does it continue within yourself. The personal is never separated from the communal.
Everyone is responsible for his own track to the Lord’s Table. But you may not keep the bread and wine for
yourself.  You have to pass it  on.  In church you live together  in the one and the same Christ.  Such a
personal, as well as communal, aspect is also tied to the apostolic creed. When it speaks of “I,” it says
repeatedly, “I as well”.

Because, where did these twelve articles come from? They were born from the practical church life
of the old Christian church and moreover as a baptism confession. The church grew a lot from the outside.
Outsiders came to faith, and after doctrinal instruction, they were admitted to the church by the way of
profession of faith and (adult) baptism. That baptism-confession is now the point here.

According to information from the year 217, the persons receiving baptism were asked to answer
these questions: Do you believe in God the Father, the Almighty? Do you believe in Christ Jesus, God’s
Son, conceived by the Holy Spirit, born of the virgin Mary; crucified under Pontius Pilate and that he died,
and  arose from the dead, ascended into heaven and sits at the right hand of God the Father, and will come
to judge the living and the dead? Do you believe in the Holy Spirit, the holy church and the resurrection of
the body? Each of these questions were answered with the words: “I believe,” to express agreement with
the one faith the church received from the apostles. Upon that confession, baptism was administered and
received.  The repetitious  “I believe”  was not  my private  manner  of believing,  the most  individualistic
expression of  the  most  individualistic  feeling  of  faith.  No, it  was:  I  also wish to  believe  in  this  way.
Together with others in church, I search for just that community. The communion of faith.

The church is the communion of saints. That does not push the personal out of the way. It gives it
its place. This is so nicely and strikingly formulated in the Heidelberg Catechism, question and answer 55.
“What do you understand by the communion of saints? First, that believers all and everyone as members of
Christ have communion with Him and share in all His treasures and gifts….”
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All and everyone! The one is not a threat to the other. It is not a dilemma. It is not either the
community or the individual. Especially in church one can, as a person, be oneself again.

All together and each personally
We quote the following pronouncement by the Rev. J.J. Arnold,

“Unbelievers are, at bottom, alone in the world…. They are individuals, who have individualism in
their blood…. If left to themselves, they are one by one people whose goal is to hate God and the
neighbour. They are without fellowship or community,  even though they may copy it and look for
pseudo-communities,  for  they  cannot  be  alone….  Believers  are  not  alone  in  the  world.  They are
members of one body, joined together with others to the Head. They stand in a relationship as part of a
community. In as far as they are able to exercise that fellowship, is another matter, but they are not
alone in the world.” (J.J. Arnold, Als de kerk kerk is [When the church is church], Goes 1985, p. 23,
24)

The  believer  looks  for  fellowship.  By  faith  we  are  grafted  into  Christ  (Heidelberg  Catechism
question & answer 20). Absorbed into His body – to say it in an unusual way. Therefore, we must look for
His body. And that is the congregation. The congregation is addressed with the words, “Now you are the
body of Christ, and each one of you is a part of it” (1 Corinthians 12:27).

It  is  striking,  how Paul views the personal and the communal  woven together.  The communal,
THAT is the miracle of the church.

“For we were all baptized by one Spirit into one body – whether Jews or Greeks, slave or free – and we
were all given the one Spirit to drink” (1 Corinthians 12:13).

The miracle of Corinth! That’s how it surely may be called. For what message did they have for
each other,  those Jews and Greeks? Did they not  live  their  own lives? Was there not  a  social  chasm
between slaves and free men? They were all baptized “into one body.” They professed their faith, were
baptized and they all entered the church in the same way. It is the miracle of a community that is humanly
speaking impossible to realize. That communion exists in accordance with God’s providence. The words
“Now you are the body of Christ” does not contain the balance of what the Corinthians together made of it.
But it is the apostolic proclamation of God’s dispensation over the Corinthians. This includes the call to
search and exercise that fellowship. The personal is there also in accordance to God’s providence.

“But in fact God has arranged the parts of the body, every one of them, just as He wanted them to be”
(1 Corinthians 12:18).

Now  that  might  be  called  the  pluriformity  or  multiformity  of  the  church,  i.e.  in  the  church.
Multicoloured diversity in the service of the one common body. It is always by sin when the diversities turn
into divisions (social differences, or differences in character, background or origin, etc.). Paul also warns
for two wrong attitudes that ruin the miracle of the church,

a) others can do without me (1 Corinthians 12:15 ff)
b) we would be better off without him/her (1 Corinthians 12:21 ff)

Each person and all together, joined to Christ and so bound together with each other.
That does not only occur in the congregation of the new covenant. Here too, the afore-mentioned

Psalm 77 is important. How personal is its beginning, “I cried out to God…. When I was in distress I
sought the Lord…” (1, 2). But it is not a single individual person who speaks. No, it is a church member.
Just listen how the psalm ends, “You led your people like a flock…” (verse 20). The psalm poet knows
himself included among that flock.

It is no different in Psalm 130. “Out of the depth, I cry to you, O LORD…” (verse 1), but the end
reads, “O Israel, put your hope in the LORD…” (verse 7). When you are attentive, while reading the Bible,
then you will see how often the personal and the communal are intertwined. I live my life and not the life of
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someone else. But I am a church member in everything and always. Now and in the future. Question and
Answer 54 of the Heidelberg Catechism reads,“And I believe that I am and forever shall remain a living
member of it.”

Mother and Son
Once there was a mother with great worries for her son. The boy was about to say goodbye to God

and break with the church. He saw no point in faith any more. He would regularly criticize or snap at
people in the church. He did not need it any more. When the occasion arose, his mother seized the moment
and had a talk with her son. The boy respected his mother and her faith. She really meant it. He had often
noticed that. She also tried to live accordingly.

It turned out to be a long talk. Actually a monologue. Mother talked and her son listened. Mother
told him in essence one thing, namely, what faith meant to her and how she could never be without it. She
related things that she never talked about before, that is, about several crises in her life which her son had
no inkling about. Especially what her faith meant at those occasions. How it kept her afloat, above water.
And how she experienced everyday living, without a crisis. She exhausted herself. She did her utmost to
make it clear to her son how poor he would be without faith.

At the end of the talk the boy expressed a kind of jealousy. If it could be like that, perhaps it would
be meaningful. But, and that was the point, all of it meant nothing to him. He was unaware of those things.
He had no such feelings, such experiences. He had very different experiences. If only he could tell a story
like that. But he was not able to do that.

The result of the talk was not positive. While his mother tried to draw her son to the faith, it only
moved further away from him. He became more unapproachable than he had been before. Because he was
not his mother!

Something went wrong in that talk. Mother talked only about herself, about her faith experiences.
The boy could do nothing else but also look at himself with the question: Am I also aware of that, or do I
know about that too? Mother presented herself. In that way he also was thrown back onto himself. The
fellow heard nothing about the great, miraculous deeds of God throughout the ages. The church only played
an indirect role, as far as it fit into her faith experiences. The story of his mother’s subjective experiences
prevented  the  outlook on what  is  objectively  presented  in  Word and sacrament,  in  church  and office.
Church sense could have directed the attention to what is in common, which unites.

Church sense encourages and humbles
If it depended on the “personal” to be first and final, then Moses would have talked differently in his

prophetic song, which we know as Psalm 90. It is often understood to generally address our fleeting life and so it is
used as the New Year’s Eve psalm. However, the key to the psalm is Numbers 14:30-34!! Psalm 90 speaks about
that anger and that vanishing life. Israel is making a funeral or death journey through the desert. A trail of
graves is left behind. Until all the older generation is extinct. For the measure was full when Israel above all
followed the majority report of the ten spies instead of the faithful minority report by Joshua and Caleb. For
these two men, it almost cost them their life (Numbers 14:10). During that journey of death through the
desert, Moses leads the people of the LORD. Also pastorally. The prophetic song of Psalm 90 provides
pastoral guidance to a people doomed to death,

“Teach us to number our days aright” (verse 12).
That is the prayer for a faithful taxing of one’s own days, to know and confess the LORD, also is His
judgments.

“All our days pass away under your wrath…. The length of our days is seventy years – or eighty, if we
have the strength;”

They did not get older than that under God’s wrath, while Moses, Aaron and Miriam died when they were 
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about forty years older. Moses turned 120, his father Amram 137, Aaron 123, Miriam a bit older, and not to
mention others, Joshua died when he was 110 years old.

Those Israelites, what did they live for? Only to die? To secure a grave in the desert? So is there
only dismay and fatalism? Moses teaches the people to take courage. Be it that the elder ones no longer saw
the Promised Land, their children certainly did. When you only think about yourself, all perspective is put
at risk to fade away. However, when you have church sense, there is a future.

“May your deeds be shown to your servants, your splendour to their children” (verse 16).
The children will soon enter Canaan. The church will shortly enter Canaan. Moses teaches the Israelites to
think ecclesiastically. They must even see and confess glory. Glory for their children. That is their glory as
well. The glory of all of them during the expedition of punishment in the desert. No fatalism.
“…establish the work of our hands for us – yes, establish the work of our hands” (verse 17).

There was work to be done in the desert. Bring up children and nurture them. Teach a trade or
profession. Instruct them in all kinds of competence which they would soon need in the new land. In days
of distress and misery, church sense shows ways into the future!

Church sense encourages. Church sense is no less humbling. If the “personal” is the point as first
and foremost, then Moses would not have spoken plurally in Psalm 90. By itself it is only a small matter,
such plurality. But it is significant. By attentively reading the Bible you learn to notice such small matters
and work with them. Which plural is the point here? For example verse 7, “We are consumed by your
anger….”  We!  Moses  includes  himself.  And  he  also  includes  Joshua  and  Caleb.  It  is  not,  YOU are
consumed by his anger; we don’t belong to that, Joshua and Caleb, Aaron and I. Joshua and Caleb did not
die in the desert. They played an important role in Canaan.
Still, here is that plural “we.” And throughout the whole psalm. The distress of the church is also Moses’
distress. And that of Caleb. There is no talk in the way of: I experience things differently.
No, it is church sense. I do not stand before the LORD as a single person, with only my life. I stand before 
Him as church member. In union with the church. In the communion of saints. Moses submits himself with
the church under the judgment. Caleb sang along. Joshua joined in prayer. “We are consumed by your
anger.”

Church sense comforts
“When Abraham is about to slaughter his son (Genesis 22), the pain penetrates through his father-
heart. But he comforts himself. With what? Is the grief of the father perhaps alleviated? Does he as
father get his son back? Or does he soon get another son in his place? Oh no, in his office, Abraham
must be above all, the father of believers and act accordingly; only in the second place is he Isaac’s
father.  To let  him fulfil  that  first mandate,  God has called him to that  second position.  And now
Abraham considers (…) What does he consider? That God is mighty to raise the boy from  the dead
(Hebrews 11:18). He does not know when and how. If it’ll happen in his days, and if his old eyes may
as yet see it, that, he does not know. But what counts is that it could be. From this boy will indeed as
yet come a great church people.  That is promised and that will also certainly happen.  That boy will
nevertheless get children, even though a knife will presently cut off his young life.

Now here we have “faith accounting.” The fatherly grief does not know if it will be relieved. But
the need of the  church, THAT will be looked after by God Almighty.  Will the  father get his child
back? Nothing definite can be built on that. But the church – it will most certainly get back its child.
And so Abraham’s faith,  in the capacity of  church member,  comforts  the  father in Abraham (…).
Abraham comforts himself in his sacrificial service, for the ‘totality’ of promise-and-demand come to
mind in its widely explained relation. He thinks about the past, when Sarah and himself were ‘graves,’
that nevertheless opened up according to promise (Romans 4:17).
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In line with this fulfilment of the promise in the past, he also thinks about the future, namely would
not also Isaac’s grave open up? He ‘sees’ the glimmering realities of Christmas as well as Easter (John
8:56; Hebrews 11:18). God’s deeds of creation and re-creation he has seen and considered (Romans
4:17) and applied to himself. That is something else, than…being incidentally restored at a certain
psychic point by an instantly active medicine.”

So far K. Schilder in Heidelbergsche Catechismus I, p. 21-22, speaking about the comfort of Lord’s Day 1.
In it, he distances himself from the opinion that that comfort was meant to let man, as religious subject,
come to himself and to his harmonious balance. The comfort of Lord’s Day 1 comes from the fact that the
believer knows himself part of God’s universal work of redemption. That is what this confession is all
about. 

The above is one of the many moving paragraphs written by K. Schilder. And it is educational to
us! Abraham’s church sense comforts him when he travels with Isaac to the place of sacrifice.

Always the church?
Does it always have to be about the church?  Such a sigh regularly surfaces. 

The answers are all over the Bible. The point in Scripture is God and His deeds; and then it is
repeatedly about His covenant and His people. The church is not a “subject” that gets the attention once in
a while in Scripture. The ecclesiastical is there all the time. The epistles of the New Testament are not
pamphlets. They are directed to congregations. Let nobody keep to himself what is written in them. The
church is addressed, admonished and encouraged.

In the Old Testament  it  is  no different.  It  describes the one story of God and His people.  The
personal  word of David is  rather  touching, with everything it  entails  in Psalm 23, “The LORD is my
Shepherd.” But a shepherd is and remains to be a man with a flock!

The psalm ends with a reference to also the house of the LORD. It is not any different with the
Good Shepherd from John 10. With the picture of the vine and the branches, John sets before us the secrets
of  the  church,  namely,  that  with  the  number  of  church  members,  mentioned  with  each church  in  the
Yearbook, one more must be added, namely, the Lord Jesus Christ (see J. Kamphuis, Uitzicht uit het dode
dal [View from death’s vale], pages 171-177). Much more could be mentioned. As long as we see how the
ecclesiastical aspect runs through all of Scripture, and just in that way, it conveys church sense to us.

Those who gave us the “Statenvertaling” (Dutch State Bible translation of 1637) had an eye for that.
It is clearly shown in their “Annotations,” which still proves to be a worthwhile reference. H.J. Schilder
brought out this aspect of the Annotations in an essay which I highly recommend to be read and considered.
It is entitled “Always the church??!!” It is published in his book Het kerkship biedt vaarwel, [The church
vessel bids farewell] Kampen 1981, p. 155 ff.

Jeroboam and the misery of denominations
The Bible teaches us to see the glory of the church as the work of God and Christ, and to speak

highly of the church. But how sorrowful it is in practical terms. Countless church communities populate the
ecclesiastical circuit. What then is there left of all that exalted language taught in our Bible?

That proud or boastful language is not overdone! Unless we have to cover up that Christ’s church
exists today (and in the future, for the LORD guarantees it). It is the church that is known by the marks God
expects and prescribes. Refer to the Belgic Confession, Article 29. There are still many reasons for such
lofty language, as long as I may

“…dwell in the house of the LORD all the days of my life, to gaze upon the beauty of the LORD and
to seek Him in His temple” Psalm 27:4 NIV (quotation was from the Dutch versification, Psalm 27:3).
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That comes first of all. Furthermore, Scripture knows the phenomenon of denominationalism. In the days
of Rehoboam and Jeroboam a division occurred in Israel, that is, the northern kingdom of ten tribes and the
southern kingdom of the two tribes. The house of David kept only two tribes. That was punishment and
humiliation for the king’s house, which had started so gloriously with David and Solomon. A  political
division. The worship service was to remain one and the same! Concentrated in Jerusalem. But Jeroboam
turns the people of the LORD into a victim of his own political considerations.

“Jeroboam thought to himself….If these people go up to offer sacrifices at the temple of the LORD in
Jerusalem, they will again give their allegiance to their lord Rehoboam king of Judah. They will kill
me…. After seeking advice, the king made two golden calves. He said to the people, ‘It is too much for
you to go to Jerusalem. Here are your gods, O Israel, who brought you up out of Egypt.’ One he set up
in Bethel, and the other in Dan. And these things became a sin…. Jeroboam built shrines on high
places and appointed priests from all sorts of people even though they were not Levites…” (1 Kings
12).

Strikingly it states: “And this thing became a  sin.” The LORD may no longer determine where,
when and how He and His people come together. The duties of office bearers are changed just like that.
The misery of denominationalism has arrived. Sin against the second commandment! That’s not how it was
presented. It would have been proposed as attractive and convenient, that is, no long distances, all the way
to Jerusalem. Also, what would it matter? We all still serve the same God, don’t we? Just a little differently,
and at another place, is that then so bad? But the Holy Spirit had the author of the book of Kings write:
“And  this  thing  became  a  sin.”  And time  did  not  heal  this  wound.  When  another  king  appears  who
continues like Jeroboam, we hear every time again

“He did evil in the eyes of the LORD. He walked in all the ways of Jeroboam, son of Nebat, and in his
sin, which he had caused Israel to commit.”

Time and again it returns. Up until the last king. To all Bible readers it is a well-known refrain. But
the  repetitious  refrain  is  a  revealing  message  even  into  our  own  time  with  its  multitude  of  church
denominations. The message is this: the misery of denominationalism may not become commonplace or
familiar. It remains to be sin, always. The Holy Spirit does not allow the view that as long as you serve the
same God, it does not really matter, where, when and how you do that.

Therefore, it is also a sin these days to escape into the doctrine of the invisible church, which runs
through all church institutes. Or in the doctrine of the pluriformity of the church. Or to leave the Sunday
church attendance and the choice of church to each private domain and to experience the spiritual unity,
over and across all church walls on special demonstration days of, for example, a broadcasting association
(“EO  –  more  than  a  broadcast”)  [an  apparent  slogan  of  Evangelische  Omroep  tr.].  When  there  is
supposedly so much spiritual unity, why then can we not together be obedient to the LORD God? And seek
Him together at the place where we are foremost to experience unity: in church?

Why are those, who in the Netherlands these days keep on bringing up the church question, viewed
as trouble makers, peace breakers, and mood spoilers? Then the Holy Spirit is that too, as the Spirit pounds
on it all the time,

“He did evil in the eyes of the LORD. He walked in all the ways of Jeroboam and in his sin, which he
had caused Israel to commit”.

A refrain becomes monotonous. That’s why it is a refrain. And its monotony becomes disturbing:
there he is at it again! Wear and familiarity easily win out. Then here too, church sense is needed out of
respect for Scripture, which can never get used to the misery of denominations.

Church and peace
Therefore,  the  church-question  keeps  popping  up.  And  that  is  a  good  thing  too.  For  what  a

tremendous calling does the church have to fill, that is, maintaining the truth of God. And so to teach peace 
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to the world. The world yearns for it. Even in children’s songs, “as all the children on earth / go hand in
hand together / so life increases all its worth / and peace will finally get there.”

The world bulges with conflicts and wars. On a small scale between individuals. On a large scale
between peoples. Who would not hanker after a world wherein “swords are beaten into ploughshares” and
“spears into pruning hooks”? Turning warfare into agro tools? How can we get rid of threats of war? Who
will save us from that oppressive threat? That was the mood in the years before World War II. That’s how
it was in the days of Isaiah, when the world power of Assyria was increasing in a threatening way. Isaiah
may show the way, in chapter 2:1-5, “the mountain of the LORD’s temple will be established as chief  

among the mountains; it will be raised above the hills.”
God’s house, where the gospel is proclaimed and secured and where reconciliation is administered, has to
attract the attention of a world in distress, “The law will go out from Zion, the word of the LORD from
Jerusalem.” Through the word and the law, through revelation and instruction, the world must hear about
peace and learn it.  “He will judge between the nations and will settle disputes for many peoples.”

The LORD will indicate: this is good – that is wrong. This is the right way – that way is not. The
LORD will judge. He shall designate the place of things. He makes peace on earth. In Jesus Christ.

Peace – that is not a feeling. It is a situation. Well-being, prosperity, positive and stable relations.
Everything in its place. In harmony. Everyone in his element. Life is a feast. 

How does it come about? It requires divine energy. Only in Jesus Christ will a new world arrive.
And on its way to a new world, the church has been entrusted with the message of the true peace. Such a
task! To be an eye-catcher and a source of information for a world in crisis. Only from within the church,
true peace can again make way – also to government and to society. No wonder that Isaiah says,

“Come, O house of Jacob, let us walk in the light of the LORD.”
Let us exalt the truth, radiate peace, and truly be the church. Then it can happen that in the world it is said,
there is still something we miss. The work of a reformed parliamentarian with his church background and
reformed roots will be respected and accepted. 

“In those days ten men from all languages and nations will take firm hold of one Jew by the hem of his
robe and say, ‘Let us go with you, because we have heard that God is with you.’” (Zechariah 8:23)

God’s peace in Christ may spread from the church into the world! But it is an peculiar peace. Matthew
10:34-36 demands attention for that,

“Do not suppose that I have come to bring peace to the earth. I did not come to bring peace, but a
sword…a man against his father, a daughter against her mother, a daughter-in-law against her mother-
in-law – a man’s enemies will be the members of his own household.”

This also belongs to the peace of Christ. It remains to be a totally unique kind of peace. Would
Christ, who was adorned with a crown of thorns, ever have been nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize? His
peace is by far not always accepted. Jesus Christ’s peace and the world’s peace movement usually collide.
John 14:27a is not for nothing followed by verse 27b. John 14:27a states, “Peace I leave with you; my 

peace I give you. I do not give to you as the world gives.” Verse 27b states, “Do not let your hearts 
be troubled and do not be afraid.”

This peace is, after all, indissolubly tied to the war between the woman and the serpent (Genesis 3:15),
between the woman and the dragon (Revelation 12). If it is true peace then there is no peaceful co-existence
between the kingdom of God and the kingdom of Satan. Therefore, “Woe to you when all men speak well
of you” (Luke 6:26). 

This is,  for example,  because you did not say what had to be said to strive for true peace.  It’s
because  you  kept  your  mouth  shut  “to  keep peace  for  dear  peace’s  sake.”  It’s  the  dear  peace  of  the
unlimited tolerance. Unholy peace. Living from the peace of Christ means war against the world, the devil
 and your own flesh. Church sense teaches you to wage war on account of peace!
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